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This file contains important information about the issues that have been addressed in the CA-
Visual Objects Service Release 2.5b. 
 
Using WordPad to View This Document 
 
If you enlarge the WordPad window to its maximum size, this document will be easier to read.  To 
do so, click the Maximize button in the upper right-hand corner of the window.  Or, click on the 
system menu in the upper left-hand corner of the WordPad window (or press Alt+Spacebar), and 
then choose the Maximize command. 
 
To move through the document, press Page Up or Page Down or click the arrow at the top or 
bottom of the scroll bar along the right side of the WordPad window. 
 
To print the document, choose the Print command from the File menu. 
 
For help using WordPad, press F1. 
 
To read other on-line documents, choose the Open command from the File menu. 
 
 

Coexistence of Applications 
 
Due to modifications in runtime and other support files, it is highly recommended that you upgrade 
all of your CA-Visual Objects 2.5 applications to version 2.5b.  Any attempt to run CA-Visual 
Objects 2.5 or 2.5a applications simultaneously with 2.5b applications - especially against the 
same set of support DLLs - is not supported and could have unpredictable results. 
 
 

Addressed Issues 
 
The following issues have been addressed with CA-Visual Objects Service Release 2.5b. 
 
 
IDE 
 
NEW: Entity name displayed in Source Code Editor status line. 
 
NEW: Vitality status indicators in tree view of Repository Explorer. 
 
NEW: Support for non-standard ribbon sizes in the Menu Editor. 
 
Improved repository stability with complex import/export and drag/drop operations. 
 
Several small display and cosmetic issues addressed. 
 
Window Editor "export controls" works now on browser columns. 
 



Support for application icons residing in libraries. 
 
Improved stability when deleting and adding projects. 
 
Improved support for non-standard icons in the image editor. 
 
Improved support for external modules. 
 
Control order selection via mouse now respects GroupBoxes and RadioButtonGroups correctly. 
 
The maximum menu size (as supported in the Menu Editor) has been quadrupled. 
 
Edit field for "Export all" is now scrollable. 
 
"Full Runtime Class Information" setting now is saved between sessions. 
 
 
GUI Classes 
 
NEW: ListView:SetExLVStyle() and ListViewGetExLVStyle() methods.  ListView:SetExStyle() was 
hiding the inherited Contro:SetExStyle(). Therefore the functionality was moved to 
ListView:Set|GetExLVStyle.  
Note: This might require a source change in user applications!!! 
 
Possible garbage collector corruption in TextControl:GetText() resolved. 
 
TextObject:BoundingBox(): Runtime error if TextObject wasn't yet created/drawn has been fixed. 
 
ListView:InsertColumn() problem addressed. 
 
Two minor PICTURE issues addressed. 
 
MenuSelect is now triggered with local menus on tabpages. 
 
ListView:TextColor and ListView:TextBackgroundColor problems fixed. 
 
Font with numeric point initializer now returns the correct font height and width. 
 
Copy & Paste via keyboard and KeyUp/KeyDown events in formatted SingleLineEdits are now 
working properly. 
 
MultiLineEdit:GetLine() fixed. 
 
 
OLE 
 
Two memory leaks were fixed.  Note:  It is highly recommended that you re-generate any 
OCX/OLE Control classes generated by previous versions of CA-Visual Objects 2.5 (Tools, Setup 
OLE Control/Generate Class) to resolve these memory leaks in your applications. 
 
Support for VT_I1 added. 
 
Reference parameters are now correctly handled when type library is generated. 
 
 



Runtime 
 
Function Round() fixed. 
 
Codeblock checking and evaluation improved. 
 
Unformat() support for logical values and foreign nation DLLs added. 
 
Performance enhancements made for read DBF access. 
 
DynShrink() fixed so that it never shrinks the dynamic memory under the limit defined by 
DynSize(). 
 
SetCollation() function fixed. 
 
CreateGCDump() function fixed. 
 
Directory() function improved. Files having new NTFS file flags ("allow indexing service to index 
this file" and "compressed") but no archive flag are now included in the resulting array. 
 
Floating point problems under Win9x in conjunction with certain printer drivers has been resolved. 
 
 
SQL Classes 
 
Corrupted strings within SQL statements have been fixed. 
 
 
Compiler 
 
Functions invoked with 'IS' structure parameters passed by value has been fixed for structures 
with sizes greater than 16 bytes. 
 
Pragma strings like ~"TRACE+", "ONLYEARLY+", etc. are no longer stored in executable files. 
 
NEW: Registry setting for maximum number of errors displayed in the Error Browser (>= 100): 
  HKEY_CURRENT_USER 
     Software 
        ComputerAssociates 
           CA-Visual Objects 2.5 
              EnvironmentOpt 
                 MaxErrorCnt 
 
 
Debugger 
 
NEW: Support for copy shortcut (Ctrl-C) in the debugger window. 
 
Just-in-time debugging problem fixed: The editor was not loading the entity where the error 
happened (an entity callstack problem). 
 
Issues where the debugger failed to start addressed. 
 
Improved breakpoint persistency. 



 
 
Version Control Support 
 
Overall improved stability and functionality. 
 
 
Jasmine Classes 
 
Prototypes for Jasmine API calls using odbMMProp structure now pass the respective parameter 
by value instead of by reference. The following calls were affected: odbAddMMData() and 
odbAddMMDataFromFile(). 
 
Addressed Issues from Previous Service Releases 
 
The remainder of this document consists of the WhatsNew.docs from previous service releases 
of CA-Visual Objects 2.5. 
 
 
What's New 2.5a-1 
March 2000 
 
The following issues have been addressed with CA-Visual Objects Service Release 2.5a-1: 
 
• Problems with seeking on numerical indices using the DBFCDX driver 
 
• Problems with version control, including problems with multiple applications under source code 

control and problems with repeated “Make local” and ”Add to Source Control” operations 
 
• Round() function not working properly when specifying a negative second argument (for rounding 

on whole digits) 
 
• FOpen() ignoring the FO_EXCLUSIVE flag 
 
• Issues with Automation Servers and empty return strings 
 
• Issues with ActiveX event handlers using NULL BSTR parameters 
 
• Dynamic sizing of the project atom table 
 
• Problems with Jasmine classes if CAStore is not installed (from the Jasmine installation) 
 
• Exception errors when an invalid text color or background color is specified in the Window Editor 
   
• With the OLE Servers, added support for Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) and improved 

TypeLib consistency.  For further information about the pitfalls of using ActiveX controls under 
VBA see http://support.microsoft.com/support/kb/articles/Q185/4/73.ASP. 

 
 
What's New 2.5a 
January 2000 
 

Addressed Issues 



 
The following major corrections have been made to the CA-Visual Objects Service Release 2.5a. 
 
IDE 
 
Lock up of source code editor under special conditions. 
 
Sort by Type issue in repository explorer resolved. 
 
Crash if entering invalid custom color. 
 
Nested method insertion/parameter tips. 
 
Default naming in application property dialog. 
 
Typelib file properly close after wrapper class generation. 
 
 
Source Code Editor 
 
Improved lookup of methods and functions. 
 
Improved handling of read-only files. 
 
Improved case synchronization for long function names. 
 
Problem with wildcard search resolved. 
 
 
Window Editor 
 
Improved handling of tab pages and associated source code. 
 
Faster lookup of DBServer entities for autolayout. 
 
 
GUI Classes 
 
Support for instantiating SplitWindows without a specified layout. 
 
Memory leak in case of nested SplitWindows resolved. 
 
Print of extra blank page in Richedit:Print() removed. 
 
Better handling of date SingleLineEdits. 
 
ListView:DeleteAll() issue resolved. 
 
Toolbar bands with background bitmap don't lose the bitmap resource handle anymore. 
 
 
Win32 API Library 
 
Fixes for various typos. 



 
 
OLE Client 
 
Support for VT_DECIMAL data type. 
 
 
OLE Server 
 
EXPORTs supported correctly. 
 
Support for arrays as a return type. 
 
Typelib naming scheme adjusted. 
 
Typed objects as a return value supported correctly. 
 
Support for VT_DECIMAL data type. 
 
Runtime 
 
Displaying of negative numeric floating point results of subtraction, e.g.:  
   ? 8.40 - 18.40 (results to -9.999999) 
 
DBSetFilter() when second argument (filter expression as string) is missing. 
 
AScan() with negative values for last argument <nCount>. 
 
osprintf() GPFs in kernel when too few or too many arguments are specified. 
 
Workarea concept is multithreaded. 
 
DBLocate()/VODBLocate() problems fixed. 
 
DoW()/CDoW() with NULL_DATE. 
 
Comparison between floating point values within Filter expression, e.g.:  
    oDB:SetFilter("amount == 0.0126") 
 
SetSelectiveRelation with DBFNTX (empty records in child database). 
 
MDX support for DataListView. 
 
Various rounding anomalies addressed. 
 
Problems with ASP Scripts when using RDDs for DBF access. 
 
Time zone problem with FDate(). 
 
File(<cFile>), if  <cFile> contains wildcard characters, e.g. File("c:\*.bat"). 
 
 
SQL Classes 
 
Processing numeric columns with decimals defined as NUMERIC(n,d). 



 
 
System Classes 
 
FileSpec:PathUp() 
 
 
Internet Classes 
 
CPop:GetMail() 
 
 
RDD Classes 
 
Solution for conflicts of the problem if DBFs contain fields STATUS and NAME, which are 
ACCESS methods for class DataServer. 
 
 
Compiler 
 
Strong-typed methods: Reworked v-table build-up; concerns with touching application to 
guarantee consistency of v-table eliminated. 
 
Problems with cascading #IFDEFs eliminated. 
 
Accelerated compilation of libraries used by a complex set of dependent applications. 
 
Type checking performed by the compiler has been tightened. 
 
All strong typed functions must have a matching return type. 
 
Warnings can be switched off and on individually using the registry. Syntax: 
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\ComputerAssociates\CA-Visual Objects 2.5\Compiler\W<x> = 
"n" 
with x = Warning number, n = 1 (Warning enabled), n = 0 (Warning disabled) 
 
Important: 
As a result of this strict compiler checking (type conversions and instance variable redefinitions), 
some programs that compiled cleanly with previous CA-Visual Objects versions might report 
many warnings and/or errors. You have to provide the respective conversions or castings to 
eliminate the warnings.  
 
 
Debugger 
 
The debugger now correctly steps through the "otherwise" part of a Case statement. 
 
Inspection of variables in just-in-time debugging sessions addressed. 
 
 
Version Control Support 
 
Various improvements for better and more robust version control handling. 
 



Support for offline usage of applications under version control. 
 
 
Samples 
 
FTP Explorer: Asterisk (*) option for using class CHttp or CFtp (necessary for reaching FTP 
servers via CERN Proxy). 
 
Improved Email Client Sample. 
 
 

Enhancement Issues 
 
The following major enhancements have been implemented. 
 
 
IDE 
 
Automation Server/OCX wrapper classes can be started at App level - modules are created 
automatically. 
 
Context menu available via keyboard (context menu key or Shift+F10). 
 
Renaming command available via keyboard (F2). 
 
Last directory of application import is remembered within the same IDE session. 
 
"Close All" command only closes editor windows. 
 
Class IDs exposed on entity property dialog. 
 
 
Repository 
 
Module names are no longer allowed to contain any of the following characters:  \ / : * ? " < > | . 
This is to support version control properly, where modules are automatically exported during 
check-in/check-out operations. Note: Old AEFs containing module names with those characters 
can still be imported. However, the names should be adjusted if version control is going to be 
used. 
 
Names of Textblock entities are treated more strictly: a Textblock and any other entity with the 
same name are no longer allowed. Please adjust older AEFs before importing them in 2.5a. 
 
 
Source Code Editor 
 
Improved layout and behavior of the global search dialog box. 
 
Token tips allow completion of any known token in the source code editor. Automatic completion 
is done on receiving an ENTER keystroke. Shift+ENTER produces a regular new line ignoring the 
token tip. The feature can be switched on/off on the editor system settings dialog. 
 
 
GUI Classes 



 
RichEdit:LoadFromFile()/SaveToFile() supports optional format constant (see 
EM_STREAMIN/OUT in the Win32SDK help). 
 
New FocusSelect constant FSEL_TRIMEND for SingleLineEdits. 
 
Additional parameter wColor for ImageList:Init(). wColor specifies the type of the newly created 
ImageList. See ImageList_Create in the Win32SDK help for details. 
 
ListViewItem:Indent. New Access/Assign specifying the indentation of a ListView item. Available in 
detail view only, and then only if the item has an associated image. 
 
HelpDisplay:EnableHTMLHelp(lEnable) allows the usage of compiled HTML (.CHM) help files. 
 
Tray icons are support through three new methods: 
 
Window:AddTrayIcon(oTrayIcon, dwId, sToolTip) associates a new tray icon with a window 
and adds it to the tray. oTrayIcon is an icon object containing the icon to be added. dwId holds a 
unique ID for this icon. sToolTip contains a string with an optional tooltip text for the new tray icon. 
 
Window:DeleteTrayIcon(dwId) removes the tray icon dwId associated with a window. 
 
Window:TrayIconClicked(dwId, lRightButton, lDoubleClick) is an event handler which is fired 
when the user clicks on the tray icon with the ID dwId. lRightButton and/or lDoubleClick are set if 
the click was with the right mouse button and/or a double click. 
 
 
Internet Classes 
 
New class CHttp: 
 
CLASS CHttp INHERIT CSession 
CHttp wraps an Http (Hypertext transfer protocol) session. 
 
CHttp:AddRequestHeaders(cHeaders, nModifiers)  ==> lSuccess 
Adds additional headers to the current request. cHeaders contains the headers to append to the 
request. Each header must be terminated by a CR/LF (carriage return/line feed) pair. nModifiers 
contains values used to modify the semantics of this function (see HttpAddRequestHeaders in the 
Win32 Internet API help for possible values).  
 
CHttp:CloseRemote()  ==> lSuccess 
Closes the http connection. 
 
CHttp:CloseRequest()  ==> lSuccess 
Closes an http request. 
 
CHttp:ConnectRemote(cIP, cID, cPw)  ==> lSuccess 
Opens the http connection. cIP hold the host name or IP address of the remote server. cID and 
cPw specify an optional user id and password. 
 
CHttp:Directory()  ==> aFiles 
If an ftp server is accessed via http, this method returns an array of the files of the current 
directory. See CFtp:Directory() for more details. 
 
CHttp:FtpRequest Access/Assign 



Logical value specifying if the http connection is used to access an ftp server. 
 
CHttp:GetCurDir()  ==> cDirName 
Retrieves the name of the current directory (as a string) on the remote server. 
 
CHttp:GetDocumentByURL(cURL)  ==> cDocument 
Retrieves a document from the server. cURL holds the document's URL. The method returns the 
document as a string.  
 
CHttp:GetDocumentFromServer(cServer, cDocument, cID, cPw)  ==> cDocument 
Retrieves the document cDocument from the server cServer. cID and cPw specify an optional 
user id and password. The method returns the document as a string. 
 
CHttp:GetFile(cRemoteFile, cNewFile, lFailIfExists)  ==> lSuccess 
Retrieves the remote file cRemoteFile to the (local) file cNewFile. If lFailIfExists is set to TRUE, 
the method returns FALSE if the new file already exists. Otherwise the file is overwritten. 
 
CHttp:GetResponse() == > cResponse 
Returns the response for the current request as a string. 
 
CHttp:GetResponseHeader()  ==> cHeader 
Returns the response header for the current request as a string. 
 
CHttp:Init(cCaption, n)  ==> SELF 
Instantiates a new Http wrapper object. The optional parameter cCaption takes a caption string. n 
is the HTTP port and defaults to 80. 
 
CHttp:Open(nFlags, xProxy, aProxyByPass)  ==> lSuccess 
Opens the http connection. nFlags contains flags used in the internal InternetConnect call (see 
Win32 Internet API help for possible values). xProxy is an optional name of a proxy server. 
aProxyByPass is an optional array of server names that should not be accessed through the 
proxy.  
 
CHttp:OpenFile(cRemoteFile)  ==> hFile 
Opens the remote file cRemoteFile. Returns a file handle. 
 
CHttp:OpenRequest(cMethod, cDocument, nFlags)  ==> lSuccess 
Opens a new request. cMethod contains the request verb (e.g. GET). cDocument is the name of 
the target document to open. nFlags contains flags used in the internal HttpOpenRequest call 
(see Win32 Internet API help for possible values). 
 
CHttp:Response Access 
A string containing the current response. 
 
CHttp:ResponseHeader Access 
A string containing the current response header. 
 
CHttp:SendRequest(cHeaders, pData, nDataSize)  ==> lSuccessSends a request to the 
server. cHeaders can contain additional headers. pData is a pointer to optional data of size 
nDataSize, which is sent immediately after the request. See CHttp:OpenRequest. 
 
CHttp:SetCurDir(cRemoteDir)  ==> cNewDirName 
Changes the current directory on the remote server for the current process. cRemoteDir is a string 
containing the path of the directory to change to. 
 



 
New class CMessage: 
 
CLASS CMessage 
Abstract class that is the base class for CEMail and CNews. 
 
CMessage:AttachmentFileList Access/Assign  
Array containing the names of the attached files. 
 
CMessage:AttachmentList Access/Assign  
Array of strings containing the raw (encoded) attachments. 
 
CMessage:Body Access/Assign  
String representing the raw message body. 
 
CMessage:Cargo Access/Assign  
String value for additional user-defined header information. 
 
CMessage:CodeType Access 
An array of Encoding types for the attachments of a message. CMessage supports following 
types: CODING_TYPE_UUENCODE, CODING_TYPE_PRINTABLE, CODING_TYPE_7BIT, 
CODING_TYPE_BASE64. 
 
CMessage:Decode() ==> lSuccess 
Decodes a raw message string into its parts. 
 
CMessage:DecodeAndSaveAs(cPath, cFile, n) ==> lSuccess 
Abstract method. Called from CMessage:SaveAs() if the code type is unknown. Can be 
overwritten to implement unsupported code types. 
 
CMessage:Error Access/Assign 
Numeric value representing the last error code that occurred. 
 
CMessage:ErrorMsg Access 
String representing the error desciption of the last error. 
 
CMessage:FakeAttachmentList() ==> cList 
Returns a string with the original file names of the attachment(s). 
 
CMessage:FromAddress Access/Assign  
String representing the FromAddress field of the message header. 
 
CMessage:FromName Access/Assign  
String representing the FromName field of the message header. 
 
CMessage:GetAttachInfo(c, lNewsGroupMessage) ==> NIL 
Retrieves information about attachment(s). c is the optional attachment string. The 
lNewsGroupMessage flag indicates whether c is a news group message. 
 
CMessage:GetHeaderInfo() ==> lSuccess 
Extracts all the header information and stores that information into the appropriate properties. 
 
CMessage:Header Access/Assign  
String representing the raw message header. 
 
CMessage:Init() ==> SELF 



Instantiates a new CMessage object. 
 
CMessage:MailDate Access  
Creation date of the message. 
 
CMessage:MailTime Access  
Creation time (as a string) of the message. 
 
CMessage:MessageID Access 
String representing the unique message identifier. 
 
CMessage:Priority Access/Assign  
Numeric value representing the priority of the message. 
 
CMessage:References Access/Assign  
String representing the References field of the message header. 
 
CMessage:ReplyTo Access/Assign  
String representing the ReplyTo field of the message header. 
 
CMessage:SaveAs(cPath, cFile, n) ==> lSuccess 
Decode and save the specified attachment as a local file. cPath is the optional directory in which 
the file will be saved.  cFile is the optional file name to save the attachment to. n specifies which 
attachment to save.  If not specified, the first attachment will be saved. 
 
CMessage:SetMailTime() ==> lSuccess 
Converts the current time and date into an Internet timestamp string for the current message 
object. 
 
CMessage:Subject Access/Assign  
String representing the Subject field of the message header. 
 
CMessage:TimeStamp Access  
Time stamp string representing creation date and time of the message. 
 
New class CNews: 
 
CLASS CNews INHERIT CMessage 
Class to encapsulate Internet news messages. 
 
CNews:FollowUpTo Access 
String representing the FollowUpTo field of the news message header. 
 
CNews:GetAttachInfo(c)  ==> NIL  
Retries information about any attachments. c is the optional attachment string. 
 
CNews:GetHeaderInfo()  ==> lSuccess 
Extracts all the header information and stores that information into the appropriate properties. 
 
CNews:Init(cRaw)  ==> SELF 
Creates a new CNews object. cRaw is an optional raw news message, which will be decoded into 
its individual parts. 
 
CNews:NewsGroups Access 
String representing the NewsGroups field of the news message header. 



 
CNews:Organization Access 
String representing the Organization field of the news message header. 
 
CNews:Path Access 
String representing the Path field of the news message header. 
 
CNews:Sender Access 
String representing the Sender field of the news message header. 
 
CNews:Size Access 
String representing the size of the news message. 
 
New class CNNTP: 
 
Class CNNTP INHERIT CMailAbstract 
Encapsulates an Internet session to an Internet News Server based on NNTP (Network News 
Transport Protocol). 
 
CNNTP:Authenticate()  ==> lSuccess 
Authenticates the user to a NNTP Server. The user ID and password should be specified when 
initializing the CNNTP object. 
 
CNNTP:CheckReply()  ==> lSuccess 
Determines if the reply from the server has been successful. 
 
CNNTP:Connect(cIP, nPort)  ==> lSuccess 
Establishes a connection to an Internet Mail Server. cIP is the optional string containing the local 
name of an Internet server, defaulting to the local host name. nPort is the optional port number to 
use at cIP.  The default is IPPORT_SMTP (25).  
 
CNNTP:CurrentNews Access/Assign 
Current CNews object of the CNNTP class. 
 
CNNTP:Disconnect()  ==> lSuccess 
Disconnect from the news server. 
 
CNNTP:GetArticle(xMsg)  ==> lSuccess 
Receives a specified message from the selected group. xMsg can be a numeric ID or a string 
containing a unique identifier. If xMsg is not specified, the current message is assumed. 
 
CNNTP:GetBody(xMsg)  ==> lSuccess 
Receives a specified message body from the selected group. xMsg can be a numeric ID or a 
string containing a unique identifier. If xMsg is not specified, the current message is assumed. 
 
CNNTP:GetHeader(xMsg)  ==> lSuccess 
Receives a specified message header from the selected group. xMsg can be a numeric ID or a 
string containing a unique identifier. If xMsg is not specified, the current message is assumed. 
 
CNNTP:GetList(cSearch)  ==> aGroups 
Receives a list of all groups from an NTTP Server containing cSearch in their names. If cSearch 
is not specified, the resulting list contains all groups. 
 
CNNTP:GetNewGroups(cSearch, dDate, cTime, lGMT)  ==> aGroups 



Receives a list of all newly created groups from an NTTP Server containing cSearch in their 
names. If cSearch is not specified, the resulting list contains all new groups. Optional arguments 
dDate and cTime specify the oldest possible creation (start) date/time for the groups to retrieve.  
Optional lGMT flag determines whether Greenwich Mean Time, [GMT], is used. 
 
CNNTP:GetNewNews(cGroup, dDate, cTime, lGMT)  ==> aNews 
Receives a list of all newly created messages for a specific group or list of groups from an NTTP 
Server. cGroup is the group (i.e. "comp.lang.clipper.visual-objects) or list of groups (i.e. 
"comp.lang.clipper.*") to query. Optional arguments dDate and cTime specify the old possible 
creation (start) date/time for the messages to retrieve.  lGMT flag determines whether Greenwich 
Mean Time, [GMT], is used.  
 
CNNTP:GetStatus(xMsg)  ==> lSuccess 
Receives a specified message status from the selected group. xMsg can be a numeric ID or a 
string containing a unique identifier. If xMsg is not specified, the current message is assumed. 
 
CNNTP:GroupName Access 
Name of the currently selected group. 
 
CNNTP:Init(cServer, cID, cPwd)  ==> SELF 
Instantiates a new NNTP object. cServer is the local name of the Internet News Server. cID and 
cPwd specify an optional user id and password. 
 
CNNTP:Message Access 
Numeric ID of the message currently being processed. 
 
CNNTP:MessageCount Access 
Number of messages in the currently selected group. 
 
CNNTP:MessageFirst Access 
Numeric ID of the first available message in the currently selected group. 
 
CNNTP:MessageID Access 
String representing the unique message ID of the message currently being processed. 
 
CNNTP:MessageLast Access 
Numeric ID of the last available message in the currently selected group. 
 
CNNTP:RecvRemote()  ==> lSuccess 
Receives data (terminated by CRLF) from the news server via socket. 
 
CNNTP:ReplyString Access 
Latest reply from the NNTP Server. 
 
CNNTP:SetNewsGroup(cGroup)  ==> lSuccess 
Selects a newsgroup from a NTTP Server for further processing. cGroup is the name of the group 
to select. 
 
CNNTP:SkipNext()  ==> lSuccess 
Sets the internal message pointer to the next available message of the current group. 
 
CNNTP:SkipPrev()  ==> lSuccess 
Sets the internal message pointer to the previous available message of the current group. 
 
 



New class CSession: 
 
CLASS CSession 
Abstract class for wrapping an Internet session.  This is the base class for CFtp and CHttp. 
 
CSession:AccessType Access/Assign 
Type of Internet session. The default type is INTERNET_OPEN_TYPE_DIRECT. The alternate 
type is INTERNET_OPEN_TYPE_PROXY. 
 
CSession:CloseFile(hFile)  ==> lSuccess 
Closes a remote file specified by its file handle hFile.  
 
CSession:CloseRemote()  ==> lSuccess 
Closes the Internet connection. 
 
CSession:Connected Access 
Logical flag indicating the connection success status. 
 
CSession:ConnectHandle Access 
Internet connection handle. 
 
CSession:ConnectRemote(cIP, nService, nFlags, uContext)  ==> lSuccess 
Opens the connection. cIP hold the host name or IP address of the remote server. nService is a 
constant representing the type of service to access (see Win32 Internet API help for possible 
values). nFlags contains the flags to use in the internal InternetConnect call (see Win32 Internet 
API help for possible values). uContext is an identifier for the application context of the returned 
connection handle. 
 
CSession:Error Access/Assign 
Number of the last error code received. 
 
CSession:ErrorMsg Access 
String representing the last error message received. 
 
CSession:Handle Access 
Internet session handle. 
 
CSession:Init(cCaption, n)  ==> SELF 
Instantiates a new CSession object. The optional parameter cCaption takes a caption string. n is 
the port and defaults to 0. 
 
CSession:Open(nFlags, xProxy, aProxyByPass)  ==> lSuccess 
Opens the Internet connection. nFlags contains flags used in the internal InternetConnect call 
(see Win32 Internet API help for possible values). xProxy is an optional name of a proxy server. 
aProxyByPass is an optional array of server names that should not be accessed through the 
proxy.  
 
CSession:Password Access/Assign 
Password necessary to establish the remote connection. 
 
CSession:Port Access/Assign 
Port number of the current session communication. 
 
CSession:Proxy Access/Assign 
String representing the proxy for the remote connection. 



 
CSession:ProxyBypass Access/Assign 
String representing the proxies to bypass when establishing the remote connection. 
 
CSession:RemoteHost Access/Assign 
Host name or IP address of the remote server. 
 
CSession:UserName Access/Assign 
User ID necessary to establish the remote connection. 
 
 
OLE Server Library 
 
AutoServer:OnServerCreate()  
This eventhandler is fired each time a client connects to the server and tries to create a new 
server instance. The implementation in the base class just returns NIL. Implement your own 
handler in derived classes (or any other class used as automation server). 
 
Runtime 
 
New Functions: 
 
SetFDateTime(cFile AS STRING, d AS DATE, cTime AS STRING) AS LOGIC PASCAL 
Reset the date and time stamps of a File.  cFile is the name of the file (optionally including drive 
and directory information) to modify.  d is the new date to use for the date stamp.  If not specified, 
defaults to Today().  cTime is the new time string to use for the time stamp.  If not specified, 
defaults to Time(). 
 
EmptyRecord() AS LOGIC PASCAL 
Determine if the current record in the current workarea is empty. 
 
EmptyField(n AS INT) AS LOGIC PASCAL 
Determine if field n in the current workarea is empty. 
 
 
Jasmine Classes 
 
JCollection 
 
In the previous version of the Jasmine classes, all collection attributes were handled on the client 
side of application (i.e. in CA-Visual Objects code) using the array data structure; i.e. collections 
were automatically converted to arrays. 
 
In 2.5a this default behaviour is maintained. However, you now have the option of creating true 
collections where the collection object identifier is the first and only component the client 
application knows about that collection. The client application can then query the Jasmine 
Database Server for subsequent components of the collection (like the number of elements in the 
collection or a definite element within that collection - say the last element, etc). This feature 
reduces the traffic overhead between the client and server components of the application when 
handling large collections. The default behaviour, however, is quite adequate for handling small 
collections (denoting, for example, the address of a customer, etc.). 
 
To turn this new behaviour on, call the function  
 



SetCollectionConceptFlag(TRUE) 
 
The boolean parameter TRUE indicates to the Jasmine classes that all collections created 
henceforth should not be treated as arrays when they or their elements are being queuried. 
 
Note, however, that you cannot mix the two methods of handling collections; i.e., creating a 
collection to be retrieved as an array and subsequently trying to retrieve it as a collection. 
 
Collection traversal is achieved using the class methods and accesses JCollection:Advance(), 
JCollection:CurrentItem, etc. 
 
 
JClass 
 
Proxy Class Specification: 
To create proxy class objects, one is not limited to the class JClass. It is possible to subclass from 
the JClass and then to create classes using the subclassed class. The Jasmine class library, 
therefore, has to know the class that the application (or a section of the application)is using for 
creating proxy classes. Using the access/assign VOProxyClass you can set and/or retrieve the 
symbol of that proxy class defining class. 
 
Instantiating proxy objects should be done using the function CallJClassInit() instead of using the 
Init method of JClass (i.e. using JClass{}). If no other symbol is specified for creating proxy 
classes, the default behaviour is to use JClass. 
 
 
JDataServer 
 
Restricting the default collection automatically associated with a JDataServer: 
In the previous version of the Jasmine classes, during the instatiation of a JDataServer object all 
collection elements associated with the specified Jasmine class are retrieved from the database 
server to the client application. The current version of the classes now permits you to restict the 
set of the initial collection. The sWhereClause parameter of the Init method enables you to do just 
that. That parameter represents a syntactically correct ODQL string. All attributes of specific 
Jasmine classes have to be prefixed either with a "<classname>." or with an "x." 
 
For example, to select only Garments of style "Coats", you would write: 
 
JDataServer{goSession, "CAStore::Garment", "x.style == "+_CHR(34)+"Coats"+_CHR(34)} 
 
Related issues: 
The JClass:FindPropertyByName() and JClass:GetAllObjects() also use the specified "where" 
clause in filtering objects from the Jasmine database server. 
 
There is an Access/Assign "Where" in JClass for manipulating this property. 
 
 
JSession 
 
New methods: 
 
JSession:GetObjsVers(nOfOid, asOid) 
Used for retrieving the versions of a Jasmine database object. This method can be used for 
handling concurrent accesses to Jasmine objects. The first parameter specifies the number of 
elements to be analyzed. The second parameter is an array with the OIDs of the elements whose 
versions are to be retrieved. 



 
JSession:IsSubClass(sCFName, sClassNameA, sClassNameB, xRecursive) 
Optionally checks recursively if the class specified by sClassNameB is a subclass of class 
specified by sClassNameA within the Jasmine ClassFamily specified by sCFName. 
 
 

Migration Hints 
 
Two hints for customers migrating their applications from CA-Visual Objects 2.0x: 
 
1) The new "Browser Inherits From" property in the WED was introduced in CA-Visual Objects 

2.5. As a consequence, the generated browser instance is no longer from a WED-generated 
class (such as DataWindow_Browser) but defaults to DataBrowser (if "Browser inherits from" 
is set to <Auto>) or the user-specified class. 

 
 This new behavior might cause a problem if windows from CA-Visual Objects 2.0x are 

imported, where a pre-generated browser class is used, e.g. to implement a 
DataWindow_Browser:CellDoubleClick() handler. The code, of course, still works, but after 
changing and re-saving the window, the databrowser class has changed and the 
CellDoubleClick would no longer work. To correct the problem,  one should derive a class 
from DataBrowser manually, implement the CellDoubleClick or any other additional 
functionality, and set "Browser inherits from" accordingly. 

 
2) If you are importing a CA-Visual Objects 2.0x application that used OLE objects or controls 

and you change the .MDF File name in 2.5 (via the application property dialog), you should 
touch all windows that use OCX/OLE controls and objects so that the regenerated INIT code 
makes use of __MDFFILENAME__.  Otherwise you'll get runtime errors trying to find the old 
MDF file, which was hard-coded in the windows INIT method before. 


